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Supple Tek Pvt. Ltd. is a professionally managed organizationSupple Tek Pvt. Ltd. is a professionally managed organization
specializing in providing a comprehensive range of Basmati Rice. Thespecializing in providing a comprehensive range of Basmati Rice. The
company is located in Amritsar, Punjab, and incorporated in the yearcompany is located in Amritsar, Punjab, and incorporated in the year
2013. Under the guidance of the founder of K.S Agro Mr.Kawal Jit Singh,2013. Under the guidance of the founder of K.S Agro Mr.Kawal Jit Singh,
the company has emerged as a key player in the Rice Industry domain.the company has emerged as a key player in the Rice Industry domain.
It is crowned as "the largest exporter and manufacturer of basmatiIt is crowned as "the largest exporter and manufacturer of basmati
rice" a couple of times since its inception by APEDA and FIEO.  rice" a couple of times since its inception by APEDA and FIEO.  

Our manufacturing facilities meet the standard government guidelinesOur manufacturing facilities meet the standard government guidelines
and adhere to all the Health & Safety measures too. We procure all ourand adhere to all the Health & Safety measures too. We procure all our
products from farms directly to preserve the quality and the freshnessproducts from farms directly to preserve the quality and the freshness
of our products. At Supple Tek, we take precautions while processingof our products. At Supple Tek, we take precautions while processing
and packaging rice and store them in hygienic areas.and packaging rice and store them in hygienic areas.

We at Supple Tek strive to bring the highest quality products to suit theWe at Supple Tek strive to bring the highest quality products to suit the
world platter and widen the distributor's network to every corner of theworld platter and widen the distributor's network to every corner of the
world. We believe in 100% customer satisfaction and make noworld. We believe in 100% customer satisfaction and make no
compromise with the quality of our products. The customers havecompromise with the quality of our products. The customers have
ample faith in our products and found them of premium quality. Ourample faith in our products and found them of premium quality. Our
labels are priced genuinely and offer comprehensive information. labels are priced genuinely and offer comprehensive information. 
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/supple-tek-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/supple-tek-
industries-pvt-ltd-10798industries-pvt-ltd-10798
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